
Effective 

ALL CLASSES (:55) August 1, 2016

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Sunrise Cycle Sunrise Cycle Stamina Ride

Cindy Christine Colleen/Juliette
6:00AM 6:00AM 8:30AM

Short Circuit Cycle

(:45)

Chrissy
8:15AM SUNDAY

Challenge Ride Ride the Rhythm Interval Ride GRIT Cycle Xtreme Ride

Jenn Jenn Judy Dawn Mary
9:15AM 9:15AM 9:15AM 9:15AM 9:00AM

Challenge Ride Interval Ride

Christine Colleen/Juliette

6:15PM 6:15PM

Interval Ride Interval Ride

Betty Betty

7:30PM 7:30PM

Group Cycling Class Descriptions  (Spinning®)

Ride the Rhythm Enjoy  hard hitting hills, fast flats and all levels of interval training while increasing cardio vascular 

endurance while experiencing a ride based on RPM(Revolutions per Minute). Put the pedal to the metal!

Interval Ride:                  Take your cycling ride to the next level-steady increasing climbing and hill intervals 

will be followed by flat rides to give your heart rate an aerobic boost and increase productivity.  

For all exercise levels.

Xtreme Ride:                   This advanced 55 minute class challenges riders' endurance and toughness. 

Recommended for Intermediate & Advanced Exercisers

Short Circuit Cycle:         A 45 minute ride for those eager to attack the day.  Be prepared for all the challenges

 of a typical cycle class that will be jam packed into a shorter time frame. For all fitness levels

Xpress Interval:                For those who like a condensed class this 45 minute ride will put you through your paces

 in a shorter amount of time.  Guaranteed to get your adrenaline racing and sweat dripping.

 For all Fitness levels

Challenge Ride:                Sit, stand, jump, sprint and ride.  Use your upper body for balance and  your lower body as you climb a quick 

 and powerful succession of hills and valleys.  For all fitness levels

GRIT Cycle:                         Are you tough enough for the challenge?  Dig in for this :55 minute ride that combines 

 all drills of a typical cycle class with some higher intensity Tabata training thrown in just for fun.

Ride the Rhythm Enjoy  hard hitting hills, fast flats and all levels of interval training while increasing cardio vascular 

endurance while experiencing a ride based on RPM(Revolutions per Minute). Put the pedal to the metal!

Stamina Ride:                  Climb, Jump and Sprint  using the beat of each song to set your pace and to create 

an energized atmosphere.  Instructor guides participants through workout phases; 

warm-up, steady up tempo cadences, sprints, climbs, cool-downs.  You control resistance on your bike.

For all Fitness levels.

Sunrise Cycle:                   Warm up the body for the day ahead with motivating music and challenging terrain.

Group Cycling 

Schedule




